axially-symmetric structure for this nucleus. Meanwhile, the γ -vibrational levels have been identified at unusually low excitation energy compared to the neighboring well-deformed nuclei, indicating the significance of the microscopic effect on the non-axial collectivity in this doubly mid-shell region.
The shape is one of the fundamental features inherent to selfconfined nuclear matter consisting of a finite number of nucleons, Z protons and N neutrons. It is well known that the spherical equilibrium shape is energetically favored for closed-shell configurations. However, the sphericity tends to be unstable with the addition (or removal) of valence nucleons. When moving further away from shell closures, the nucleus is driven towards a nonspherical equilibrium shape due to the strong coupling between the motion of the individual valence nucleons and the surface oscillations of the closed-shell core [1] [2] [3] . Such a phenomenon of spontaneous symmetry breaking is analogous to the so-called "Jahn-Teller effect" in polyatomic molecules [4] .
The excitation spectrum in deformed nuclei is characterized by rotational and vibrational motion, the latter corresponding to oscillations around the equilibrium shape with a fixed orientation of the nucleus. For axially symmetric nuclei, the lowest order shape vibration is of quadrupole type (i.e., a phonon carries two units of angular momentum), which can be classified into two modes, β and γ vibrations [5] , in terms of the component of (vibrational) angular momentum along the symmetry axis, denoted by K . The β-vibrational mode with K π = 0 + maintains axial symmetry, while the K π = 2 + γ vibration represents a dynamical distortion from axial symmetry, which may prelude the emergence of γ instability or rigid triaxial deformation approaching the transitional region where the nuclei have less-deformed quadrupole shapes.
In the present work, we have explored neutron-rich Dy isotopes ( Z = 66) with a particular focus on the systematic behavior of the ground-state (g.s.) and γ -vibrational bands. Based on a simple assumption that the axial quadrupole deformation increases as the number of valence nucleons increases, it is conjectured that the maximum ground-state deformation occurs in the doubly midshell nucleus 170 Dy (N = 104). In actual nuclei, however, the stability of shape is likely to be sensitive to characteristic single-particle (Nilsson) orbitals near the Fermi surface. For instance, the lowfrequency γ -vibrational mode can be induced by two-quasiparticle (2qp) excitations involving Nilsson orbits K π [Nn z ] that satisfy the selection rules, N = n z = 0, = ±2, and K = ±2 [6] .
Experimentally, the existence of γ -vibrational levels at low excitation energy can be a signature of softening deformed shape with respect to the axially-asymmetric (γ ) degree of freedom. In this Letter, we will report on the first spectroscopic results of the g.s.
and γ bands in 172 Dy (N = 106), the most neutron-rich Dy isotope studied to date. Its excited states have been populated through the decay from a long-lived metastable state (isomer [7] ), which has the same configuration as the K π = 8 − isomers that had been identified in the N = 106 isotones from Z = 68 to 82 [8] . Thus, the present work has extended a sequence of the N = 106 isomers to the previously inaccessible nucleus of Z = 66. It is notable that high-K isomers can serve as a useful probe for the underlying nuclear structure since their nature is sensitive to intrinsic orbits near the Fermi surface, pairing and other residual interactions, and the degree of axial symmetry [9] . Concerning astrophysical interest, it has been suggested that the nuclear deformation of neutron-rich rare-earth isotopes plays an important role in the formation of a pygmy peak around A = 160 in the r-process solar abundance distribution [10] . Despite such a broad range of interest, spectroscopic information still remains scarce due to the experimental difficulties in producing neutron-rich nuclei around and beyond the double midshell. The advent of the third-generation in-flight fragment separator facility, the RI-Beam Factory (RIBF) at RIKEN [11] , enables access to this exotic area and allows for systematic studies of their decay properties. So far, 172 Dy is the heaviest isotope for which any new information on the excited-level structure has been obtained at RIBF. Hence, this Letter provides significant insight into the nuclear shape and collectivity in this hard-to-reach region of welldeformed nuclei.
Neutron-rich nuclei around A = 170 were produced by in-flight fission of a 238 U 86+ beam at 345 MeV/u with an average intensity of 12 pnA. The nuclei of interest were separated and identified through the BigRIPS separator [12] . Identification of particles with the atomic number ( Z ) and the mass-to-charge ratio ( A/q) was achieved on the basis of the E-TOF-Bρ method, in which the energy loss ( E), time of flight (TOF), and magnetic rigidity (Bρ) were measured using the focal-plane detectors on the beam line. The secondary beams were transported with two different settings of the slits on the beam line; one is optimized for 170 Dy 66+ , and the other for 172 Dy 66+ . The obtained particle-identification spectra are shown in Ref. [13] . The resolution of the mass-to-charge ratio ( 0.05%) was sufficient to separate nearby hydrogen-like ions. The identified particles were implanted into WAS3ABi [14] , which consisted of two double-sided silicon-strip detectors (DSSSD) stacked compactly. Each DSSSD had a thickness of 1 mm with an active area segmented into sixty and forty strips (1-mm pitch) on each side in the horizontal and vertical dimensions, respectively. The DSSSDs also served as detectors for electrons following β-decay and internal conversion (IC) processes [15] . Gamma rays were detected by the EURICA spectrometer [14] . The γ -ray measurements were carried out within a time range up to 100 μs relative to the trigger signal generated either from a plastic scintillation counter placed at the end of the beam line or from WAS3ABi. About Prior to the present work, no spectroscopic information had been reported for 172 Dy. Fig. 1(a) arrows are proportional to the γ -ray intensities summarized in Table 1 , except for the 45-and 76-keV transitions.
Table 1
Summary of transitions from the K π = 8 − isomer in 172 Dy. 
558 (1) 19 (10) 19 (10) 0.011 E2 (6
691.9 (4) 56 (17) 57 (17) 0.007 E2 (5
712.8 (2) 99 (35) 100 (35) 0.006 E2 (7
758 (1) 15 (8) 15 (8) 0.028
a Relative to the γ -ray intensity of the 400-keV transition.
assigned as 2 what was observed for the heavier N = 106 isotones [8] .
In addition to the 400-358-269-175-76-keV cascade, several other γ rays are visible in Fig. 1(a) . The 758-keV transition is assigned as a weak M2 branch from the 8 − isomer to the 6 and 558 keV, the sum of their energies in agreement with 713 keV within errors. The orders of the 290-692-and 156-558-keV transitions could not be determined from the present analysis of γ -γ coincidence and γ -ray intensity. However, the proposed sequence of the non-yrast levels in Fig. 2 will be justified later based on the arguments of the moment of inertia and the decay pattern towards the g.s. rotational band. A half-life of 0.71(5) s has been derived from a least-squares fit of the summed γ -ray gated time spectra for the isomeric-decay transitions, as shown in Fig. 1(h) .
It should be noted that in Fig. 1(a) the intensity of the 76-keV γ ray is much weaker than that of the preceding transitions of 175 and 269 keV, because this low-energy E2 transition is highly converted. The 76-keV γ transition becomes visible when it is not converted, and when the IC electrons for the other transitions in cascade are detected. As demonstrated in Fig. 1(e) , the 76-keV γ ray disappears with a gate on an electron energy only up to 80 keV, where the L-conversion electrons for the 76-keV transition are predominant [see a γ -ray gated electron energy spectrum in Fig. 1(f) ]. Note that the energy of the K -conversion electrons for the 76-keV transition is below the threshold of the DSSSDs.
The relative γ -ray intensities (I γ ) evaluated with this electron gating condition are summarized in Table 1 . For all the intermediate levels, excepting the 76-and 1233-keV states, the total transition intensities (I tot ), including IC, are well balanced between the incoming and outgoing transitions. Spins of 5, 6, and 7 are tentatively assigned for the states at 943, 1077, and 1233 keV, respectively, based on the observed feeding patterns towards the members of the g.s. rotational band. Con-cerning the parity of these levels, if they had negative parity, the K π = 8 − isomer would preferentially decay towards the 1077-keV state via an E2 transition. Because such a γ ray has not been observed in this experiment, we propose positive parity to these levels. Essentially, in all deformed even-even nuclei, the non-yrast level sequence with positive parity, including odd-spin states, below the pairing-gap energy, 2 ∼ 1.5 MeV, is the best candidate for a K π = 2 + γ -vibrational band. With this as an assumption, the moment of inertia for the 290-keV, (7 
The mixing amplitude can be determined to be = Fig. 1(k) shows other γ -ray peaks at 668 and 592 keV, in agreement with the extrapolated energy of the 2 + γ state (671 keV) and its energy difference with respect to the 2 + 1 level, respectively. Although these are possible candidates for the transitions deexciting the 2 + γ state, more statistics will be required to confirm its decay scheme. In the following discussion on the γ -vibrational levels, therefore, we will adopt an extrapolated energy of 671 keV for the 2 + γ state.
Besides the internal decay branches, the T 1/2 = 0.71 s isomer decays externally towards the daughter nucleus with the assumption that all the β-decay intensity flows into the 216-keV transition. In this analysis, the efficiency ratio of the IC electrons to the β rays is taken into account [21] . The measured β-branching ratio yields log ft = 5.0(2) using T 1/2 = 0.71(5) s and Q β = 3470(360) keV [22] . Note that this log ft value is obtained for a possible β feeding directly towards an excited state at 216 keV in 172 Ho; in case the state to which the 216-keV transition decays is not the ground state, the log ft value becomes smaller as its excitation energy increases. The observation of the small log ft value indicates the occurrence of an allowed β transition from the K π = 8 − isomer of 172 Dy. The branching ratios for both the internal and external decays are summarized in Table 2 .
In the N = 106 isotones, the energies of the K π = 8 − isomers, which are interpreted as arising from the same neutron 2qp 68 Er can be understood in terms of the variation of the neutron pairing strength [8] . The isomerism is essentially ascribed to the large difference in the K quantum number between the isomer and the states to which the isomer decays. For the E1 transition from the K π = 8 − isomer to the 8 [25] ). The present result of 172 Dy, f ν = 133 (8) , follows the upward trend in the N = 106 isotones, implying that the K quantum number is rather robust, as expected for well-deformed axially symmetric nuclei.
The K π = 8 − isomer in 172 Dy is found to decay to the lowerlying 7 + γ level in addition to the g.s. band. Such E1, ν = 5 isomeric transitions were also reported for the heavier N = 106 isotones, 184 Pt and 188 Pb [24] . For all these cases, the f ν (E1) value obtained for the ν = 5 branch is larger than that for the ν = 7 transition feeding the g.s. band by a factor of ∼ 2. As for the M2 decay from the K π = 8 − isomer, the present value of f ν = 40(4) is comparable to a lower limit suggested for the corresponding transition in 174 Er [25] , but smaller than that of 178 Hf [24] , being partly attributed to the known admixture of the proton 2qp configuration in the K π = 8 − isomeric state in 178 Hf [26, 27] .
It is noteworthy that in the N = 106 isotonic chain the γ -vibrational states abruptly fall in energy in 172 Dy, compared to the corresponding levels in 176 Yb and 178 Hf, as seen in Fig. 3(a) .
(The γ band has not been identified in the intervening isotone 174 Er to date.) Indeed, the extrapolated energy of the 2 + γ state in 172 Dy is as low as that in the transitional nucleus 184 Pt, which reveals the energy staggering in the low-spin γ -band levels that is characteristic of a γ -unstable nucleus [28] . In general, the lowering of the K π = 2 + γ band would invoke an enhancement of axial asymmetry, which most likely causes K -mixing in the final states, and therefore, results in a significant reduction of f ν . For example, anomalously low f ν values ( 10) Thus, all these arguments point to an axially-symmetric structure for 172 Dy.
The R 4/2 values for the even-even Dy isotopes saturate at N = 104, as shown in Fig. 3(b) , indicative of the maximum quadrupole deformation of the ground state occurring for the doubly mid-shell nucleus 170 Dy. This result will serve as a benchmark for testing various model calculations which predict different neutron numbers for deformation maximum [31] [32] [33] [34] .
To understand the underlying mechanism of the observed lowering of the γ -vibrational band, we have performed model calculations based on a Skyrme energy-density-functional (EDF). With the use of the SkM* functional [35] , the ground states are calculated by the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) method, while the Quasiparticle Random-Phase Approximation (QRPA) is employed for the intrinsic excitations. The details about the theoretical model will be presented in Ref. [36] . Similar Skyrme-EDF calculations for the γ vibration in less neutron-rich rare-earth nuclei have been reported in Refs. [37, 38] , while the separable approximation was made in Ref. [38] . As demonstrated in Fig. 3(c) , the HFB+QRPA calculation reproduces the experimental results very well, in particular the decreasing trend of the 2 + γ energies from 170 Dy to 172 Dy. This can be interpreted in terms of the 2qp components involved in the QRPA wave functions, which satisfy the selection rules of the asymptotic quantum number for the non-axial quadrupole matrix element [6] . Fig. 3(c) . Since the amplitude squared of these proton components, 0.25 and 0.19 on average, respectively, does not change so much with the neutron number, the energy variation of the 2 + γ states depends mainly on the neutron configuration. As exhibited in Fig. 3(d revealed that the γ vibration is remarkably enhanced in this welldeformed nucleus due to simultaneous excitation of several twoquasiparticle configurations near the Fermi surface that induce the non-axial collective motion. The present work has proven the capability of the RIBF facility to produce neutron-rich rare-earth isotopes, and therefore, will pave the way to studying the evolution of nuclear shape in this hard-to-reach region.
